3G CONCEPT FOR COURSES IN THE FALL SEMESTER 2021/22

INFORMATION ON HOW TO IMPLEMENT 3G
In the fall semester 2021/22, JLU is increasing both the amount of face-to-face teaching and the room occupancy, as rooms will be used up to 50 percent of their regular capacity. The Executive Board and the Crisis Management Committee at JLU have therefore decided to make use of the options in Section 14 (2) of the Corona Protection Ordinance (Corona-Schutzverordnung, CoSchuV) and thus to grant access to courses and examinations only with a negative certificate/proof (vaccinated, recovered or tested) and by wearing a medical mask beginning on 18 October 2021. Test proof is a rapid antigen test from a test centre that is no more than 24 hours old or a PCR test that is no more than 48 hours old.

All lecturers must check the 3G status of the persons present in the course when entering the room. The certificates must be presented in combination with a photo ID (identity card or chip card).

VACCINATED OR RECOVERED

DIGITAL VACCINATION CERTIFICATE
The vast majority of students will identify themselves as vaccinated or recovered. The standard certificate is the digital EU vaccination certificate on the smartphone. To make the checking procedure easier, only the apps CoronaWarn and CovPass may be used for this purpose. Other apps (e.g. Luca or vaccination certificate apps of other European countries) must not be used.

A visual check of the QR codes is sufficient. To make sure that it is actually the app and not a photo, you can ask the students to briefly tap on the QR code.
CoronaWarn App: Vaccination Certificate

CoronaWarn App: Certificate of recovery

CovPass App: Blue certificate: Fully vaccinated
Dark blue certificate: Fully recovered

JLU LECTURE HALL PASS

Students who have been vaccinated with an approved vaccine or who have recovered and do not have a digital EU COVID certificate in the above mentioned apps must prove their 2G status with the JLU lecture hall pass:

The validity is noted in the lecture hall pass and must be checked: for vaccinated persons the end of the fall semester, for recovered persons individual dates, depending on the expiry of the recovered status. Have the lecture hall pass unfolded and check the embossed imprint (indentation/elevation on the paper) on the right-hand side.

The University Library (Campus Philosophikum I, Otto-Behaghel-Str. 8), will issue the document, an online appointment is necessary: see: www.uni-giessen.de/coronavirus/faq/faqen#threeg
TESTED

(OFFICIAL ANTIGEN RAPID TEST NOT OLDER THAN MAX. 24 HOURS; PCR TEST NOT OLDER THAN MAX. 48 HOURS)

The test result is mostly produced digitally. The digital test result can also be transferred to the apps mentioned. However, the test results can also be displayed as a PDF on the smartphone or in the browser view. Test results that are submitted to the lecturers as printouts are also accepted. A lecture hall pass will not be issued. Please pay attention to the date on all test certificates. **Antigen self-tests performed on site are not sufficient proof!**

Examples for valid digital certificates:
CHECKING THE CERTIFICATES
A visual check (certificate + identity document) is sufficient. Recording the 3G status of students is neither required nor allowed for reasons of data protection. Documents other than those mentioned here (e.g. paper vaccination certificates) cannot be accepted – not only in order to keep your workload as low as possible. If students refuse to have their documents checked or try to enter the course without a 3G certificate, please point out that this is not possible in view of the clear legal basis given by the ordinance situation. **If necessary, you can call in security on 0641 99-12800.** House bans can also be imposed if necessary.

TRACKING CONTACT DATA
According to the currently valid Corona Protection Ordinance (as of the end of September 2021), contact data need not and may no longer be collected in courses.

SET-UP TIMES FOR ROOMS – COURSE DURATION AND TIMES
The set-up times between courses (time during which the room must be completely empty for ventilation) are 30 minutes each (15 minutes before the full hour, 15 minutes after the full hour). Therefore, please take into account both the set-up times and the time required to check the 3G status when conducting your course.

3G STATUS LECTURERS
Regarding the implementation of face-to-face courses, the Executive Board assumes that all lecturers also fulfil the access requirements to the premises and are either vaccinated, recovered or have tested negative for the time of the course. If this expectation is not met, lecturers are responsible for reaching an agreement with the dean's office that the corresponding course will be held in digital form.
VACCINATED OR RECOVERED:

- Digital vaccination certificate (CovPass or CoronaWarn)
- JLU lecture hall pass

TESTED:

- Digital test certificate (via CovPass, CoronaWarn or other document on your smartphone)
- Test certificate as printout

FOR FURTHER QUESTIONS PLEASE CONTACT:

CRISIS MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Email: corona@uni-giessen.de
(please mention 3G in the subject line)

www.uni-giessen.de/coronavirus/faq/faqen#threeg